Let D be a simply connected domain in the complex plane whose boundary T is a rectifiable simple closed curve. Let {A(y)/y e T) and {B{y)l7 6 r} be interpolation families of Banach spaces. Let T be a linear operator mapping A(y) continuously into B(y). 
Introduction
We begin with a brief review of the theory of interpolation for analytic families of Banach spaces. Throughout the paper, D will denote a simply connected domain in the complex plane whose boundary Y is a rectifiable simple closed curve. Definition 1.1. An interpolation family of Banach spaces on Y is a collection {^(y)|y e T} , of Banach spaces which satisfies:
(1) Every A(y) is continuously embedded in a common Banach space Í/ which is called a containing space for L4(y)|y e Y) . (2) For every a 6 n erA(y), \\a\\A,s is a measurable function on Y with respect to dPz, where z e D and dPz is a harmonic measure on Y with respect to z . (3) Let sf = {a e ny6r^(>')|/rlog+ ||tít||^ dPz(y) < oo}, where log+x = max(logx, 0). sf is a linear space which is called the log-intersection space for {^(y)|y G Y). We assume that stf is dense in each A(y) and that there exists a measurable function y/ on Y which satisfies /rlog+ y/(y)dPz < oo such that ||a||w < (^(jOII^IUj,) f°r all a e ^ and y er.
We shall denote the spaces A(y) by A and their norms by || • || .
We denote by N+(D) the class of all functions f(z) analytic on D such that f(cj)(w)) belongs to the class N+ = N+(A), where A = {w\ \w\ < 1} and <f> is a conformai map from D to A, see [7] . = a}.
The interpolation space {A }{z} = A{z} is defined to be the completion in ô f {sf , || • \\A{2}).
In most applications the family of dual spaces {A*} is itself an interpolation family and (A{z})* = {^4*}{z}. In this paper we shall assume that the above duality result holds. We consider in this paper linear operators T mapping si into f) erB(y), with \\Ta\\B{y) < M(y)\\a\\A{y) for all a € sf and y e Y, where {A(y)\y e Y} and {B(y)\y e Y} are interpolation families on Y and J\logM(y)\dPz(y)<oe.
We will denote the restriction of T to A{z} by Tz. If ker Tz = {0} , denote by T~l the inverse of Tz, i.e., T~ is defined on TzA{z). If TzA{z) has finite codimension, by the open mapping theorem, TzA{z) is closed and Tĩ s a bounded linear operator.
The question of the stability of Fredholm property when one changes the parameters which determine the interpolation space has been considered by several authors [1, 4, 9, 12] in the context of interpolation of two spaces and by Vignati and Vignati [11] in the case of families of Banach spaces. We consider families of Banach spaces and prove that, if ker Ts = {0} and codim Ts = d < oo, then there exists a ball B centered at s such that z e B implies that ker Tz -{0} and codim Tz = d . This generalizes the result in [11] , where the theorem is proved in the case d = 0. >W2.
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Taking infimum we get p(vx(s), ... , vd(s); E) > p/2 > 0. Hence {w;(s)} are linearly independent and .¿{s} -E @ span{ti(. (5)} . D
The function p introduced in the last proof is, of course, a generalization of the function b(ex, ... ,ed). Another application for the function p is the following lemma. Lemma 1.7. Let E be a closed subspace of a Banach space B, and let M be a finite dimensional subspace of B. Then E + M is closed.
Proof. We may assume E n M -{0} . Let {ex, ... , ed) be a basis for M. Then p = p(ex, ... , ed; E) > 0. Let xn e E + M, and xn -* x0 e B.
*n=yn + EÍ.1 C>t ■ Let Mn = maXíl< I \Í=h...,d}.
Given e > 0, let N be so that, for all n > N, \\xj < (1 + e)||x0||. Then P < \\T.Uc'¡ei+yn\\IMn < (1 +e)\\x0\\/Mn, and Mn < (1 + s)\\x0\\/p. Thus, limsupMn < ||x0||//? and {J2j=ic"ej} is compact. Denote ^2i=xc"e¡ = zn. Let z" -► z € Af ; then y" = x -z" -♦ xn -z and, since E is closed,
We will also need the following well-known result due to Szegö [10] . For a proof see [9] . Of course, since q(z, s) < 1, the inequality above implies \cf>(z)\>\4>(s)\-q(z,s)M.
Lemma 2.2. If f £ ^(s/) and z, s &D, then (2.1) \\f(z)\\A{2]>\\f(s)\\A{s}-q(z,s)\\fy.
Proof. Let us fix s e D. Since f(s) e A{s}, it is possible to find y/ e A*{s} such that W\\A'{S} = 1 and y/(f(s)) = \\f(s)\\A{s}. Proof. Without loss of generality, we can assume that Wv^g = 1. As we consider v¡(z) in A{z} , bz will be controlled by inequality (2.1), which will prove the theorem: We can choose S small enough such that \z -s\ < S implies bs-dq(z,s)>bJ2.
It follows that bz > bJ2. Therefore, if \z -s\ < ô, {v¡(z)} are independent and dim(U, Hence we can choose r¡ > 0 small enough such thai \z -s\ < n implies both ||f (z)||-1 < 1 + e and z e S. Again, invoking Lemma 2.2, we have
<(Xs + e/2) + q(z,s)(Xs + 3)k. Therefore, if necessary, choosing a smaller n > 0, we have that, for \z-s\ < n ,
x'^ \v(z)\\ <U + ')(X, + e).
Similarly ^ < (1 + e)(/z + e) in |z -s\ < r\x, and hence xz is continuous in
D
Note that when V(A) is finite dimensional, as it is in the proof below, xz is equivalent to the function p defined in the proof of Lemma 1.6. Proof. Consider T* : B*(y) -► A*(y). Clearly codim T* = dim ker Ts = d < oo, dimkerr; = codim 7; = 0 and \\T*\\B.{y)^A.{y) = \\T\\A{y)^B{y). By assumption, {A*}, {B*} are interpolation families and (A{z})* = {A*}{z}, (b{z})* = {b;uz}.
By Theorem 2.7, there exists ô > 0 so that \z -s\ < ô implies ker T* = {0} and codim T* = d . Therefore, for all these z we have dim ker Tz = d and Tz is surjective. D
